
Healthcare Tech Company Drives Growth with Linkedin

A healthcare technology company wanted to expand its audience and reach

different decision-makers in the pharmaceutical industry. They needed to

reach pharma prospects, so we recommended a paid social strategy using

LinkedIn prospecting and remarketing campaigns. This helped them drive

web traffic and content downloads.

LinkedIn Prospecting Campaign

We launched a LinkedIn campaign to drive potential customers to our

client's site. Our target audience was United States employees who work in

the pharmaceutical industry, with job titles like Procurement Specialist,

Marketing Director, Director of Pricing, or Sourcing Manager. The goal of

the campaign was to get people to visit the site and stay engaged in our

client's marketing efforts. Every four to five weeks, we switched out the blog

post we promoted to keep content fresh and to prevent creative fatigue.

The Results

Over the course of six weeks, we drove a significant amount of traffic to our

client's blogs. Our CTR fluctuated based on which blog post we were

promoting. We could track the CTR and see which content resonated best

with our target audience.

Although conversion is not something we typically optimize for in a top

funnel campaign, we did notice that as a result of this campaign there were

a significant amount of content downloads. The majority of them being

new.



Driving Downloads Through LinkedIn Remarketing

In order to increase the ad exposure for the client’s blog, we launched a

remarketing campaign on LinkedIn. The campaign will serve ads to

(1) Anyone who has previously visited any of the clients' blog posts or

related solutions pages.

(2) Anyone who has been to an authenticated site with products that may

interest them.

We set out on a campaign to gain more downloads of the company's white

paper.

As expected, we saw a much higher CTR with these ads, as the audience was

more qualified. We saw better costs per click (CPC) and cost per download

(CPD) rates, which meant less waste of our money.

The Results

We had 29 downloads of the white paper from this campaign at a strong

CPD.

Paid search is a great way to reach new audiences

Last week, we launched a Paid Search campaign to capture any residual

traffic through a pharmaceutical-related search. Within the first week, we

drove several downloads of our targeted case study, all of which were from

new prospects.


